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1.i Dublin Streets I and II: The sessions on Dublin’s streets open with the keynote presentation by the 

esteemed scholar and commentator on the nature of Irish modernism, Professor Luke Gibbons. 

Luke’s presentation will sketch out an urban scene, superimposing the image of a destroyed Dublin 

upon James Joyce’s Ulysses. Though Ulysses is set in the Dublin of 1904, Joyce’s writing of the novel 

in Trieste, Zurich and Paris coincided with the Easter Rising and its aftermath in Ireland, and he 

possessed one of the earliest accounts of the Rising in his library. Luke argues that the city of Dublin 

depicted in Ulysses ‘foreshadows’ many events that are to come. The following two papers, under 

the subtitle of DAMAGE, are delivered by Franc Myles (archaeologist) and Las Fallon (retired fireman 

and historian) and they deal with the actual and physical situation of military action in the streets of 

a traditional city, made up of terraces of timber-framed brick and stone buildings. Franc’s 

presentation will move around the spaces of conflict, both during the Rising and the later conflicts 

through 1921 and 1922 particularly, and chart the action and movement through buildings, and the 

extent of the damage. Las will unpack the work of the Dublin Fire Brigade, explaining the facts of 

rapidly-spreading fire through Dublin’s north city centre and lesser-known fires beyond the Sackville 

Street area; and importantly, Las’s presentation will discuss the growing relationship (or collusion) 

between the Dublin Fire Brigade and the IRA from 1920.  

1.ii Session II of Dublin streets is simply about the AFTERMATH, in architectural and building terms, 

of the military violence. Opening with Grainne Shaffrey (architect and conservation expert) and her 

overview of Sackville/O’Connell Street’s reconstruction, issues around town-planning and aesthetic 

choice are raised. In the wake of the Rising, when 80 buildings were either fully or partially 

destroyed in the immediate area, Grainne will look at the dictates of both the architectural and 

business communities, brought together by Dublin Corporation’s Reconstruction Committee and 

consider the facts of rebuilding the 1920s city, in terms of modernist technology while abiding by the 

revivalist or historic forms. Daithi O’Corrain (historian) takes a fresh look at the compensation claims 

and payments made to property owners. Daithi will explain why the British government quickly 

accepted liability for the loss of property of all kinds from buildings, which required wholesale 

reconstruction, to personal items such as tools and jewellery. The final presentation in the Dublin 

sessions is delivered by conference co-organiser and architectural historian, Ellen Rowley. Ellen will 

examine the why and how of reconstructing Dublin’s monumental structures, namely the three 

Office of Public Works projects at the GPO, the Custom House and the Four Courts. By placing 

concrete at the centre, as both metaphor and modernist fabric/technology, this presentation poses 

questions around the nature of rebuilding as a decolonising tool for the new Free State, and more.  

1.iii The afternoon session moves from Dublin, out of Ireland and ultimately to Beirut and Berlin. 

‘HOW TO REBUILD’ begins with Freddie O’Dwyer (architect, conservation expert and architectural 

historian) who will provide a historical overview around the ethics and conservation issues at play 

with reconstruction projects generally. In rebuilding, is a facsimile of a past (now destroyed) 

streetscape preferable to a contemporary architectural design and interpretation? Elie Harfouche 

(architect and architectural historian) is based in Lebanon and he will share his research and first-

hand knowledge of Beirut’s Martyrs’ Square. As a contentious public space at the heart of Beirut, 

Martyrs’ Square becomes Elie’s case-study for reinvented and reconstructed post-conflict cities 

allowing him to draw on themes of nationhood, urban layering and reinventions. The last paper in 

this session is delivered by Kathleen James-Chakraborty (architectural historian) whose long-

standing research into and knowledge of German modernist architecture, and generally of religious 

architecture in the twentieth-century will be brought to bear on her analysis of Berlin as a post-



conflict city. Kathleen will look at the two reconstructions of Berlin – firstly, the post-WWII city after 

the Allied bombings and secondly, the post-Berlin Wall city. She addresses the arguments for either 

acknowledging the past traces or erasing and ‘healing’ the city. 

2.i Day two of our conference will open with our international keynote speaker, Professor Wendy 

Pullan, Director for the Centre of Urban Conflicts Research and the session entitled CONFLICT + THE 

CITY. Wendy has been looking at Jerusalem in myriad ways, through philosophy and theology as well 

as through the pragmatics of urban design and social policy. She will position Jerusalem and its Wall, 

in a more general discussion about the relationship between architecture and conflict. Ciaran Mackel 

(architect and teacher) is based in Belfast. His presentation will discuss the divided nature of 

contemporary Belfast and focus on the Interface Walls or Peace Lines, running some 30.5 kilometres 

through his city, questioning whether these brutal cuts through places can be realigned and 

designed.  

2.ii The second session, ARCHITECTURES OF WAR opens up with the example of Blitz-time London 

and the role of the architect in the bombed-out city, as evacuation expert. Nick Beech has been 

researching wartime and post-war England and its architecture, coming across fascinating archive 

material about training architects as rescuers during the Blitz. Nick’s presentation will also discuss 

the emergence of a certain type of Surrealist art, amidst all the destruction of 1940s London. Denis 

Linehan (geographer) and Gary Boyd (architect and architectural historian) will then present an 

exploration of the significance of the bunker, increasingly through the twentieth century. Gary and 

Denis are interested in this underground concrete space, as a defensive structure and also, as a 

metaphor of war, of collapsing civilisation and of modernity. 

2.iii The final session of the conference, BEYOND ARCHITECTURE brings three disparate subjects and 

approaches together: the experiences and research of two architects and one photographer; from 

Sarajevo to Calais (in 2016), and from Northern Ireland to Lagos. Selma Harrington (architect and 

teacher) is from Bosnia and has been watching developments in Sarajevo from afar; namely, the 

transformation of the Historical Museum/ previously the Museum of Revolution in Sarajevo, which 

was built to commemorate the anti-fascist national-liberation movement in WW2, and now houses a 

permanent collection which features the fractured artefacts of life during the siege of Sarajevo in 

1990s. This is a reminder of a momentous and also contested public trauma. Grainne Hassett 

(architect and teacher) will present, for the first time, her experiences as a volunteer and architect in 

the Calais camp; an illegal camp in northern Europe which offers temporary settlement. As a highly 

sensitive and problematic situation, coming straight out of today’s crisis of conflict and migration, 

Grainne’s talk will reflect on this ever-changing place and the architectural solutions which she has 

(collaboratively) designed and built in the past months. Photographer Donovan Wylie will close our 

conference with the final keynote presentation. Having made some of the most potent images of 

conflict, particularly of Northern Ireland but also further afield, as in his studies of the American 

Interstate, Donovan will share his approaches and choices as they have developed and shifted over 

the past 13 years.  


